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The Amazing Dr. Pearson
By Sophia Edmiston and Avery Tracy

Dr. Pearson, our new principal, has

son very much enjoys being a principal be-

been a great edition to our new staff at Car-

cause she gets to see students learn and enjoys

roll, and we all know she will succeed.

helping them. She has been a principal for four

Dr. Pearson was born on April 26,

years and hopefully more!

1972 in El Paso, Texas. She has one young-

In her free time, she likes to go to Disneyland,

er sister, Christi McGarey. As a child she

walk her dog, and hang out with her four

went to J.B. Little Elementary School and

amazing daughters. When she retires, she

graduated from University of Texas El Paso

wants to have a snow cone stand in Hawaii.

and Texas Tech (undergrad), and Sacra-

Dr. Pearson fits in at Carroll perfectly and has

mento State (Masters & Doctorate).

managed to make everything fun while keeping it safe as

Before becoming a principal, Dr. Pearson taught
kindergarten, second, and fifth grades at Capital Christian

well. We all know she will help our school in various ways.
Keep up the great work Dr. Pearson!!!

and Hazel Strauch in Elk Grove as a preschool. Dr. Pear-
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Former Carroll Comet Plays
in College World Series

The Solar Eclipse
By Mia Wagley

By Tyler Cody

Who turned out the lights on August 21st?

Can you believe Carroll has been open long enough

Would you believe me if I said it was the moon? Be-

that one of its first classes at Carroll has students in col-

lieve it or not, it was! All across the country, it was the

lege? I recently interviewed former Carroll Comet,

solar eclipse that darkened our skies.

Hank LoForte, now attends Cal State Fullerton where
he plays baseball and helped his team go to the College

Solar eclipses come in three varieties. The
most remarkable is a total eclipse. During a total solar

World Series.

eclipse, the moon, at an angle, would completely

While Hank was at Car-

block out the sun. It would be as if it were night for a

roll, his Laguna Purple

few minutes, literally. The wind picks up and the tem-

All Star baseball team

perature drops. Animals even act as if it is night.

went to the Cal Ripken

Crickets start their nightly chirping and other animals

World Series and won.

tend to go inside. Parts of Oregon and Idaho to North

Hank went on to play

Carolina and South Carolina were in the path of a to-

baseball for the Franklin Wildcats and is to this day their

tal eclipse. An estimated 12 million people live in this

career leader in hits, doubles, triples, and stolen ba-

path. Some people traveled hundreds of miles to see

ses. He was also named Athlete of the Year his senior

this. In Elk Grove, however, we only saw a 78% of the

year. Along with those accomplishments, he won a Del-

eclipse, which is a partial eclipse. At a partial eclipse,

ta League and City championship in high school. After

the moon passes the sun, but the sun will still be show-

his amazing high school career, Hank went to Cal State

ing. The third type of eclipse is an Annular Eclipse.

Fullerton where he drove in the winning run to send his

During an

team to the College World Se-

Annular

ries. Sadly their run was cut

Eclipse,

short, when Fullerton was de-

the moon

feated by LSU. LSU went on

covers the

to win it all.

sun almost
complete-

ly. Unlike

Q: What sports did you

a total eclipse, the moon would appear too small to

play in elementary school?

cover the sun and the edges would look as if it were

A: Baseball and Basketball were the sports I played on a team, but when I
was at school I would do everything from football to

lining the moon.
Even if you wanted to, you could not look at
the eclipse directly. The light from the sun is so intense

kickball to soccer.

that it can fry your eyes and make you go blind. The
Q: What advice do you have for kids playing sports in

es. People also used pin boxes, seeing the shadow

elementary school?
A: I think every kid should

best way to look at it is through approved solar glass-

See “Hank” on p. 4

See “Eclipse” on p. 3
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“Eclipse” continued from p. 2

through a small hole. If you can’t find or make those, you

can easily look through a strainer. Instead of seeing the

The Great Homework Debate
By Julia Kraemer and Tyler Cody

circles caused by a full sun, you would see a shadow of

Does homework really help or does it just make

what the sun looked liked. For example, if the sun was

life harder? An elementary school in Elk Grove recently

halfway covered by the moon, you will see half a circle in

adjusted their homework schedule to be a maximum of

the shadow. The only time you can look straight at the

20 minutes for primary and 30 minutes for intermediate.

eclipse is if you are experiencing a total eclipse and the sun

Students who have more than 30 minutes are supposed

is fully covered.

to stop. The school now calls it home learning instead of

If you missed the Solar Eclipse this year, there is

homework. Their reasoning was based on multiple stud-

no need to be disappointed. The next Solar Eclipse is April

ies done at Duke University. Results indicated that

8th, 2024. The total eclipse will be in Mexico, fourteen

homework for K-6 is not helpful because of increased

states on the East Coast of America, and some of Canada.

stress, could reduce way of sleep, and prevent them from
participating in other activities.

How to Dodge the Flu 101

We interviewed some of the students here at
Carroll and asked their opinion on if they should have

By Vivian Hoang

more homework, less homework, or the same amount.

It’s that time of the year again, and I’m not talking

Leila, a second grader in Ms. Leon’s class, says the same

about Christmas. The time when you break out your gas

amount because she believes it is the right amount.

mask and overreact to a cough or sneeze.

Agreeing with Leila, James, a first grade Ms. Perkins’

But in all seri-

class, thinks he should have the same amount because it

ousness, fall is ap-

is enough to practice his skills. On the other hand, Ni-

proaching, which

cole from sixth grade Mr. Baur, said less because they

means you need to

might have other hobbies to attend to. Dillion, also a

brace yourself for influ-

sixth grader, said less because sixth grade could be

enza (the flu). Luckily,

stressful. Lastly, Minah in third grade said more because

instead of cowering

she feels the more practice she gets, the better.

away from this yearly

Many Carroll 3rd through 6th graders weighed

burden, there are three

in on the debate. Here are the results.

health guidelines in order to dodge the flu.
The flu season is a yearly occurrence that tends to happen
during/towards Fall. The flu itself is an infectious disease.
Infectious describes a disease easily given to people through
the environment. This virus is usually spread by coughs and
sneezes in the air. Another way the virus is spread is by
making contact with another person, specifically by the
hand. Thanks, but no thanks, I’ll have to pass on a high
five.
See “Flu” on pg. 5
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“Hank” continued from p. 2

play as many sports as they can. At that age it’s about

having fun and that’s really what you should focus on. I
say try it all, so you don’t have any regrets or “what ifs”

Mommy Always Comes
Back to You
By Dominic Price

when you're older.

Do you have a favorite author? If not, I have one

Q: What was your favorite part of the Cal Ripken
World Series?
A: My favorite part of the World Series was dog

that you might want to check out. It’s one our very own
Carroll Elementary teachers, the wonderful Mrs. Licerio!

piling after the final out. My personal favorite memory

She is a new author that will inspire many people and chil-

was when I scored the winning run to send us to the

dren around the world!!! She has recently published her first

championship.

book called, Mommy Always Comes Back to You. This

Q: What was your favorite part of the College World

book is about the working mom, and how hard it is to be
separated from their children when she needs to return back

Series?
A: The College World Series was a dream come

to work.
How did this start

true! I never expected myself to be in the starting lineup
playing the number one team in the country (Oregon

you may wonder? Well it

State). It’s like combining all the holidays together and

all started with the “ugly

multiply that by 10,000 and that’s how excited I was.

cry.” You know that cry,

Q: Do you think it’s harder or easier to be a student
while playing sports in college?
A: It’s extremely hard as an athlete and manag-

the kind where it’s more
than a sniffle and just a
little less than crying a

ing school in college because there’s just a limited time

river. It’s not pretty and it

for everything. A normal day is 6:30am weights, classes,

is a sign of being really

practice, and then study hall.

upset about something.

Q: What was Carroll like when it opened?

That something was when

A: It was awesome to see such a nice school

Mrs.Licerio had to return

open and all the staff were friendly. Every teacher I had

to work (she loves teaching!), but it meant she would have

there was awesome.

to leave her son Kal-El while she went back to work as a
teacher. She was really sad that she had to be separated
from him, and had a hard time accepting it.

Then one early morning, around 3:00 AM she had
an idea. That idea was to write a book to help herself and
others deal with the same situation. She thought this would
be super cool and felt that if she could help one other mom,
it would be worth it. And with that seed planted, Mommy
Always Comes Back to You, started to grow. A book with
the main idea being, no matter what, children will always
be taken care of and mommy will always come back to
Hank LoForte (9) throws during an NCAA Regional game in
Starkville, Miss. on June 5, 2016

them!

See “Mommy” on p. 5
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The Life of Pocahontas
By: Eleanor Ly

“Flu” continued from p. 3
How do I know if I am already infected, or if

some one near me

Have you ever heard of a little girl named Pocahon-

is infected? Ask

tas? You might have seen the movie, but she was also a real

no further. The

life Native American princess. No, not a princess that de-

symptoms of in-

mands lots of things, but a princess that is brave and kind to

fluenza are usual-

living things. She was the daughter of Chief Powhatan, but

ly: chills, cough-

sadly her mother died when she was a newborn.

ing, vomiting,

Pocahontas’ childhood was probably a little different

runny nose, sneez-

than the little girls in other tribes. She learned how to forage

ing, and headaches. So if any of your friends or family

firewood and food, farm, and search for the plant material

are showing these signs of fatigue, it’s probably best if

they use for building thatched houses or straw houses.

you stayed a good distance away from them. I’m not

See “Pocohantas” on p. 10

“Mommy” continued from page 4
I was able to meet up with Mrs. Licerio and ask her
some questions about her journey into the publishing world.
She told me that it took 5 months to write and 3 years to publish!! That’s a lot of rough drafts and editing!! The hardest part
of writing the book for her was finding the time to get it done.
She’s a mom, a teacher, an entrepreneur, a wife, and a friend,

but with the help of her supportive family, she was able to
work hard and get it done.
She told me that her 4 year old son, Kal-El (named after superman) and her 1 year old daughter Clara, thinks it’s
awesome that their mom wrote a book. In fact, the book is
dedicated to them! She hopes that this will impact their lives by
showing them, that if they have a dream and work hard, they
can achieve it. In fact, her dream is still growing. There is going to be another book in the works soon about girl power!

Mrs. Licerio informed me that there was nothing like
the feeling of holding her finished book in her hands. She said
she went from the “ugly cry” to “tears of happiness”. Mrs. Licerio isn't just a great teacher or author, she is an amazing mom
that loves her kids, and we are so lucky to have her here inspiring all of us Carroll Comets!
Soon the Carroll library will have their own copy, if
you would like to check it out. You can also visit, http://
www.mommyalwayspublishing.com to get your own copy

and to see what Mrs. Licerio has coming next!

asking you to wear a gas mask all day, I’m informing
you that you should be cautious when around your infected family members or friends.
Now, for the million-dollar-question: Who
Wants to Be a Million- kidding, I’m just kidding. But
honestly, nobody wants to be stuck in bed all day while
listening to your friend tell you how awesome school
was. So, how do you avoid this cruel fate? Follow or at
least hear out the top three health guidelines in order to
dodge the flu without the tiniest scratch.
1. WASH YOUR HANDS. No, not a
quick rinse of your fingertips, a full-on washing
with soap. Remember to wash your hands frequently, before you eat, after you eat, and after
going to the bathroom.
2. Talk to your parents about getting a
flu vaccine. This is most likely the most prominent advice because the vaccine helps your body
fight of the germs and viruses that make you
sick.
3. Avoid contact with the infected people. Keep in mind that it’s not a good idea to
handshake anyone during the flu season, healthy
or not.
Note that if you start to sound like Darth Vader when
around sick people, you should probably see a doctor.
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Hurricane Harvey continued from p. 1

Hurricane Irma

Category 1 hurricane with 80 mph winds that continued to

by Noah Seta

increase while it was heading inland. On August 25, the

Before Irma struck, South Florida was a wonderful

National Hurricane Center elevated Harvey into a Category 4 hurricane with astonishing winds up to 130 mph. Harvey made landfall into south-central Texas late August 25.
The winds died down to 40 mph on Sunday, but made
landfall again on August 30 in Port Arthur, Texas, and
western Louisiana, bringing massive flooding.
The storm dropped about 9 trillion gallons of wa-

vacation land. It was an amazing land with clear blue,
crystal water. Thousands of families from around the world
had traveled to experience their magnificent amusement
parks. Then the dark day of September 10th, 2017 brought
Hurricane Irma, which struck South Florida and transformed it into a wasteland.
Hurricane Irma was described as a Category 5 hur-

ter, or a whole year of rain (50 inches), in less than a week
in Houston and much of southeastern Texas. In other
words, the rain that dropped from Harvey is equivalent to
3 years of rain in Elk Grove. Hurricane Harvey affected
about 450,000 people, damaged about 200,000 homes, and
190 schools. At least 50 people died and about 215,000
children were out of schools due to the devastating hurricane. All that damage will cost between $150 to $180 billion dollars, and experts say that it could take years for the
Texas region to fully recover.
Last Issue’s Staff Member:

ricane, which means that her wind speeds exceeded 155

miles per hour. She caused severe property damage. Some
properties in the Keys, a chain of islands south of Florida,
including mobile homes, shopping centers, and apartments, were mostly or even entirely destroyed. Irma had
caused major flooding in areas nearest the coast. And like
all Category 5 hurricanes, trees were either snapped or uprooted.
The death and destruction of Hurricane Irma left
Floridians with severe property damage and death. Irma

caused a grand total of $50 billion in damage, the estimate
for rebuilding the Florida Keys and other surrounding areas. Although Irma’s death toll was 73, some deaths were
not from a direct hit of the hurricane herself (for example,
from falling trees or flying debris). Others suffered heart
attacks related to this traumatic event. Also, generators
used to prevent power failure caused excess levels of car-

Ms. Sackett

bon monoxide, a dangerous circumstance for children under the age of 4. Nine children out of the death toll died

from carbon monoxide poisoning.
Guess this issue’s Staff Member

Volunteers from around the world gathered to help
with the rebuilding and the search for survivors. Donations
to the Red Cross and from other organizations that couldn’t assist physically totaled over $500 million. Even with all
the tragic destruction and death, Hurricane Irma has
brought us human beings together, regardless of color,
race, or religion. That is truly magical, when such a huge
tragedy brings the American people closer.

Look for the answer in the next issue of the Chronicle!
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The Golden Touch

The One And Only Gavel
By Madyson Fernald

By Sterling Holmes

“Oh ho ho ho,” said King Midas, a rich man, who

As the saying goes “one door closes, another one
opens.” Well, a dog named Gavel is living proof of

is now counting his great fortune of gold. After counting

that. Gavel is a purebred German Shepherd, and he was

all of his gold coins, he walked to smell the great roses.

on his way to the Australian Police Force. Then, just a

On the way he saw his daughter, King Midas gave her a

few weeks into the 16 month training, the Queensland

hug then continued on his way. But when he got there, he

Police Service Dog Squad decided the dog did not show

saw a Satyr napping in his garden already. King Midas

“necessary aptitude for life on the front line” to become a

thought hard, then decided that he would allow him to

police dog and canine crime fighter. He was then imme-

stay.
Days later a God named Dionysus came and said

diately kicked off the training roster to become a police
dog. Why? He was too nice!
Gavel was expected to perform in various situa-

“I will grant you one wish for
helping my Satyr.” King Midas

tions such as: finding suspect through smell, protecting

thought deeply. What did he love

the handler, tracking down

most? He loved gold. “Ahaa!”

explosives, how to respond

said King Midas “the golden

under a fire, and finding hid-

touch is what I desire.”
Dionysus did not think

den objects.
The Queensland Police Force says that they

this was wise. “Are you sure you want this power?” he
said.

wanted to keep Gavel on the

“With all my heart” said King Midas.

team, but he was just not cut

Dionysus snapped his fingers and said “Your wish

out for it. They said he didn’t
have the quality that it would

has been granted”.
The next day King Midas woke up, He remem-

take to become a police dog. However being the good

bered his granted wish and decided to test it. He touched

looking pup that he was, he had been residing in the resi-

his bathtub and it turned to gold. “It's true! It's true! It

dence with the Queensland Governor since he was six

works!” cheered King Midas. He then went on turning

weeks old. Gavel landed an even better title with the

everything to gold. He touched his apple and it turned to

Governor. The Governor did not kick him to the curb,

gold. ‘Oh dear I'll just eat bread’ thought King Midas. He

the Governor did not just give the pup a new home, but

touched the bread only to find…. It turned to gold! “Oh

promoted him to “Vice-Regal Dog” (VRD)! Oh! And

no I can't eat” he said aloud.

Gavel signed a contract that said his duties include wel-

“Hello father” King Midas’ daughter said walking

coming visitors, attending official ceremonies with the

to the table. “Hello Daughter” said King Midas. with a

governor, and letting the governor give him tummy tick-

smile on his face he hugged her. Then with a look of ter-

les.

Today Gavel is happily living with the

ror, he watched as his daughter turned to gold. “FATH-”

Queensland Governor getting tummy tickles from the

shouted King Midas’ daughter. But she was turned com-

governor and total strangers, going to the official ceremo-

pletely into gold. He was horrified at losing his daughter!

nies with the governor, and welcoming new and old visitors.

King Midas begged and

See “Golden Touch” on p.9
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The Legend of Sleepy Hollow

The Missing Diamond-Part 1

By Julia Kraemer
By Chisom Okonkwo

The Legend of Sleepy Hollow has been told for
many centuries to children on Halloween night. The legend
takes place in Manhattan, New York.
A very odd man named Ichabod Crane came to the
town of Sleepy Hollow to become a school teacher. The
towns people admired him for his charming personality.
One day Ichabod met a very pretty girl named Katrina.
Ichabod liked Katrina very much, but so did a young man
by the name of Mr. Brown. He was determined to win over
Katrina’s heart. However Katrina liked Ichabod, which
made Mr. Brown very upset.
Katrina’s dad hosted a Halloween party at his house
for the whole town to attend. By the end of the party, Mr.
Brown thought it was a good idea to embarrass Ichabod in
front of Katrina and make him scared. Mr. Brown told the
story of the Headless Horseman who looks for a head for
himself on Halloween night, leaving Ichabod paranoid on
his journey

home. Eve-

On a gloomy but peaceful night in Indiana, stood
a jewelry store. It was about ten P.M. when the store’s
alarms went off. Red lights were flashing. The security
cameras spotted a dark figure.
The figure ran off faster than
lightning. The owner of the jewelry store, Mr Shiny, didn’t
know what happened until the

next morning.He looked
around his shop, he gasped.
The beautiful diamond in the
corner, was gone!
The beautiful blue diamond was supposed to be
on display for people to see. Now it was stolen. Mr.Shiny
called two trustworthy detectives, Sam and Tanya. They
arrived just on time.
“What seems to be the problem?” asked Sam.

“Well as you can see the beautiful blue diamond
in the corner is gone,” said Mr. Shiny. The two detectives

rything
Ichabod

turned around to see the diamond gone.
“Well then come to our underground detective

saw, he
thought

office. We will find the thief.”
Underground in the office, Sam was asking Mr.

would
haunt him. Then out of nowhere the headless horseman
gives a terrifying evil laugh and chases Ichabod through the
forest until he could go no further. All that was left was

Ichabod’s hat.
Mr. Brown ended up marrying Katrina. Some people who heard the legend believe that Ichabod escaped but
no longer wanted to stay in the treacherous town. Others
believe his spirit remains in the town and haunts people on
Halloween night. There is no way this story could be real,
because you can’t live without a head, unless you're a chick-

Shiny questions.
“What did you see ?”
“Oh, I didn’t see anything,” Mr. Shiny answered,

“but we can check the security cameras.” The detectives
and Mr.Shiny went to the security camera room in the
store. They searched the security cameras until they saw
the dark figure.
“Let’s zoom in.” Tanya said. They zoomed in.
The figure was still a black blob.
“ How about we seek the shop for clues.” Sam
suggested.

en.
This story is and forever will be legendary.

“Good idea Sam. Thieves leave lots of clues.”
See “Missing Diamond” on p. 9
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“The Golden Touch” from p.7

“Missing Diamond” from p. 8

So the detectives dusted the floors and looked
through magnifying glasses.
“Tanya come here, I found fingerprints!”, yelled
Sam. Tanya and Mr. Shiny ran towards him. Tanya dusted
the fingerprints onto a small plate. Then she carefully slid a
thin piece of glass on top of the plate to keep the dusty fingerprint protected.
“ Let’s look for a few more clues, and get back to
the office to examine them.” Tanya said. They found a few
more clues, then went back to their office.
“Okay let’s check out these fingerprints”. Sam said.
They examined the fingerprints, and other clues, and found
five suspects who could have been the thief. The first suspect was Mr. Cone. He worked at a crayon factory and
lived in an apartment. The next suspect was Mrs. Baxter.
She hated fish, bunnies, pencils, TV, and jewelry. Very,
very suspicious. The next two suspects were the Nancy kids,
Bella and Billy. They were only kids, but they were bullies
at their school. The last suspect was Mr. Shiny. Yes, Mr.

Shiny but they didn’t think he did it though. Probably just a
mix up with the DNA. Right?
TO BE CONTINUED...

pleaded with all his might to Dionysus to relieve him of

his wish. He felt the wish had turned into a curse. Dionysus felt bad for King Midas and took his wish away.
Dionysus told King Midas “wash your hands in the river Pactolus and your curse shall be no longer.”
King Midas did as he was told and found that
everything he had turned to gold, changed back when
he touched them again. His daughter
even returned to him. King Midas
learned a valuable lesson: ”money

isn’t everything.” He went on to share
his great fortune with everyone.
When King Midas died his entire
kingdom mourned losing him.
Satyr; A Half-man Half goat, related to

Satyr

the gods in Greek mythology and used as a helper.
Dionysus; The god of parties, adult drinks and grapes.
Pactolus; a river in Phrygia, Asia Minor, where this tale takes
place.

The Legendary Pablo Picasso
By Avery Tracy and Madyson Fernald
One of the 20th century’s most influential artist, Pablo Picasso, was born on October 25, 1881 in
Malaga, Spain and died on April 8, 1973, in Mougins, Alpes Maritimes, France.
As a young boy, Pablo filled the margins of his books with doodles and turned numbers in pictures. He enjoyed telling these
stories as he grew older. He loved bragging about his early days as an artist. The first word he said was “piz” which meant pencil in
Spanish.
Until he was ten, he moved out of Spain to Corunna, which was a rainy town on the Atlantic Ocean. When Picasso was thirteen his father asked him to finish a painting of pigeon´s. His dad was very impressed with this artwork.
Pablo wanted to make money out of his art, so one day he carried his artwork to a junk shop, and the owner hung
them in the front window. It was Picasso’s first art show.
When Picasso left home, he had little money and often felt lonely. He only painted people who felt like he
did. Picasso made their faces and fingers long and droopy, and mostly used the color blue. This was called Pablo
Picasso’s blue period. Whenever people looked at his paintings they felt depressed.
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What are you going to be for Halloween?

Word on the Blacktop

Alexander

Jackson

Leila

Christian

Ashley

Ms. Cha

Ms. Burnat

Ms. Leon

Mr. Mallory

Mr. Seifert

Kindergarten

1st grade

2nd grade

3rd grade

4th grade

“Storm Trooper”

“A ninja”

“A police officer”

“A clown”

“Pikachu”

“Pocahontas” from p.5

If you watched the movie, you know Captain Smith
arrived with a hundred settlers to settle land in Virginia. On

Drawing of Pocahontas
by Eleanor Ly

a cold day in December, John Smith was exploring the Chickahominy River and he was captured by a hunting party led by

Pocahontas’s uncle and brought to Powhatan’s capital. They
had a marvelous feast and Smith had a long talk with Powhatan. Now people didn’t know if Pocahontas saved Captain
John Smith like in the movie.
When she was older, Pocahontas was captured by the
English colonists during a war. They tricked Pocahontas by
boarding her on a ship. If Chief Powhatan wanted his daugh-

“Picasso” from p. 9
Pablo was beginning to act like
weather-he was always changing. In 1907,
Pablo and his friend Georges Braque tried

ter back, he had to release the English prisoners he kept and

out a new idea. They were painting things

give back the stolen weapons. He gave back the prisoners, but

that looked broken in a way. When they

did not give back all the stolen weapons. So Pocahontas was

painted a cup, it looked like it was smashed against the wall.

still kept as a prisoner and sent to Henricus, England.

The two friends painted things all mixed up. Some people

During her stay in Henricus, she met John Rolfe. A
few years later, Rolfe expressed his love to Pocahontas, so
John Rolfe married her. In March of 1617, Pocahontas and
John Rolfe boarded a ship to return to Virginia. During the

had hard times seeing what the two men were painting, and
they could only see triangles, rectangles, and squares. The
new style of painting was call “cubism.” This was Picasso’s
favorite stage. He loved working every day.
This man is so unique because in his fascinating

ride back, Pocahontas grew very ill. She was taken ashore and

artwork it indicated how he was feeling and it all came from

later died at age 21. Pocahontas’s grave is at Gravesend, Eng-

his heart. We all know that this man will forever be a legend

land.

and the marvelous man he was.
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